FEATURES POSTERMINARIES "B right lights" are a universal metaphor for the generic big city, but there are a few cities that are iconically associated with specific and highly recognizable bright lights. Times Square is the world-known symbol for New York City, as are the lights in Piccadilly Circus for London, and The Strip for Las Vegas. For most of the second half of the 20th century the light for these displays was generated by neon glowing in intricately formed glass tubes, and their particular hues, jerky animation, and flickering unreliability symbolized all that was simultaneously glamorous and tawdry about night life in the city.
Boston's bright lights are different. In New York or London or Las Vegas, the best view of the lights is from the streets below, mingling with the crowds and craning your neck to look upward (or, even better, downward to see them reflected in rainy pavement). The iconic bright light in Boston, however, is the CITGO sign located near Kenmore Square, and it is set far too high up to be well seen from immediately below. The best views are from farther away, even from an airplane on approach to Logan Airport if you are lucky enough to fly in after dark and have a window seat on the proper side. It is a modern beacon for the city that was originally built around Beacon Hill. And while the bright lights in other cities advertise life's frivolous pleasures-alcohol, soda, high-end watches, and electronicsBoston's illuminated focus is on motor fuel. This is a city that retains the serious attitudes of its puritan roots, even to this day.
The CITGO Petroleum Corporation calls its logo the trimark, but any MRS member taking a break from the Fall Meeting and looking over toward the Fenway will see that a tetrahedron is clearly represented on the 60-foot wide sign. The tetrahedron, after all, is an iconic shape for almost every branch of materials science. Some of us deal with oxygen tetrahedra, others with face-centered cubic metals and their stacking-fault tetrahedra (nicely described using the notation of Thompson's tetrahedron). Some ply their trade with Berkovich indenters. We are all familiar with tetrahedral coordination of the diamond cubic lattice, and carbon and silicon atoms in general, and we describe almost all crystal structures in terms of tetrahedra of some sort. We even describe our discipline in terms of an imaginary tetrahedral knowledge-space with vertices representing structure, processing, properties, and performance. The tetrahedron is probably more prevalent in our work than any other single solid shape is in any other branch of science. I relate especially to the CITGO sign because it is doublesided, and a pair of back-to-back Thompson tetrahedra was the representation of a twin boundary that I used in one of my earliest research papers.
One person's icon is easily enough adopted by another and, trademark issues notwithstanding, the CITGO sign might be taken by MRS members to represent materials science, at least for one week each year, during the Fall Meeting. Maybe if it were labeled like a Thompson tetrahedron, or had green spheres attached to its vertices, just for the week....
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As appropriate as the CITGO sign is for the Fall Meeting, it was once even more so. When I first saw the sign in the late 1970s, it was formed from more than five miles of neon tubes and the white background and the red tetrahedron cycled on and off in a seemingly infinite number of combinations, probably because the different sections would go in and out of phase, working on their own mechanical switches, like some kind of byzantine structure factor calculation. Even more fascinating than these cycles, though, were the flaws caused by failed neon tubes. The dark lines were repaired regularly, but never completely eliminated. Every time I looked at it I saw vacancy clusters, or stacking faults, or maybe intercalation compounds, and just like vacancies in a real crystal, there seemed to be some kind of a steady state, if not actually an equilibrium concentration. You have to be a materials scientist to truly appreciate imperfections.
The sign was turned off in 1979 in a symbolic show of energy conservation, and returned to life in 1983 in response to pressure from the populace. It has survived many other near-death experiences but has always returned-arguably paralleling some parts of the discipline of materials science. In 2005, new technology born in the world's materials laboratories contributed to a major renovation and the sign was henceforth illuminated by light-emitting diodes instead of neon. Although the LEDs mimicked the lines of the previous neon tubes, gone were many of the flaws that had once fascinated me, and the infinitely varied cycling of the illumination was replaced with a single, much shorter, more predictable and less fascinating pattern. The sign has been dark once again this fall, during another renovation which includes a change to new, brighter, and more rugged LEDs, but it is scheduled to be back on line in time for the annual MRS invasion.
Please, oh please, when I check into the hotel for the Fall Meeting this year, give me a room with a view of the CITGO sign. "We've worked with commercial AFMs for more than 10 years but now for the first time, we own a microscope designed by researchers for researchers, the MFP-3D. With their unprecedented dedication and affection for the needs of researchers in the field of nanobiotechnology, Atomic Force/Asylum Research are clearly leading the field. " andreas JanshoFF,
Oh give me a view of the CITGO sign

University oF göttingen
"We wanted to thank you again for our second MFP-3D installation. We enjoyed working with and learning from Jean, as well as Rob's visit and information. It has been truly a pleasure working with Asylum Research and every time you continue to impress us with your excellent products, service, positive attitude, dedication and friendliness. Just a couple of weeks ago Mike Holmstrom was guiding two of our students on diagnosing a damaged piezo, and after shipping the stage for repairs it came back within a couple of days. We are extremely grateful for everything you do and look forward to continuing working with you in the future. Hopefully we'll be placing another order before too long. " santiago soLares, University oF maryLand "I am very happy with my choice of AFM. Asylum support is amazing. You can talk directly to the scientists/ engineers -there is no barrier. Definitely if I were going to buy another AFM it would be an Asylum. "
Jeremy Levy, University oF pittsBUrgh "Many companies say they provide great service and support, but consistently fail to do so. Asylum Research, on the other hand, proves every day how much they care about their customers by providing the best service and support in the industry. Truly exceptional. "
sCott maCLaren, University oF iLLinois at UrBanaChampaign (UiUC)
"The MFP-3D is a great system, easy to learn for a beginner and fantastic capabilities for an expert user. The system is continuously evolving as new and exciting features are added. It truly unleashes the creativity of the user. Plus the Asylum team provides the most amazing XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXcustomer support XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI have ever seen, including direct and stimulating interaction with their research scientists and applications experts. "
LyUBov BeLova, royaL institUte oF teChnoLogy, stoCKhoLm "The MFP has worked great for us. I've used (most other AFM brands) and have found the MFP to be superior for force measurements to all of them. The machine is extremely easy to learn how to use. I have undergrads working on it with no problem. The instrument support is fantastic as well. " Christine ortiz, mit "The MFP-3D-BIO is a research instrument through and through and designed for the scientist. The optical integration is exceptional, and the flexibility of the platform offers almost endless possibilities. " Jan hoh, Johns hopKins University "After reviewing many instruments I chose the best AFM combined with the most elegant and simpleto-use nanoindentation tool. Asylum Research professionalism was a striking factor in choosing the right characterization tool. For a new graduate university in a region where technical support can be very challenging, Asylum Research has shown a dynamic attitude in providing a solution for the needs of my laboratory. " matteo Chiesa, masdar institUte oF sCienCe and teChnoLogy, aBU dhaBi "Cypher is by far the best, most stable and most configurable AFM I have ever used. " andras Kis, epFL switzerLand "I LOVE IT! The MFP-3D completely exceeds my expectations. In fact, it's too much (and it's only going to get better). Mario Viani has been great, and I'm certain I could learn more physics from him in a week than in an entire Grad degree. But that seems to be AR's trademark. Great scientists behind great gear. You might think I'm being too effusive, but I haven't yet started. " tim senden, dept. appLied mathematiCs, the aUstraLian nationaL University "Asylum's MFP-3D is a powerful and highly flexible system that makes your daring experimental ideas come true. " KaLinin, oaK ridge nationaL LaBoratory ornL "We've used the MFP-3D since 2002 and it has been an extremely reliable and flexible instrument. On the one hand it is easy enough to use for training of students and, on the other hand, it is the most powerful AFM for highend scientific research projects. The open access software offers a wide range of capabilities to enable your own ideas and visions. " thomas gUtsmann, LeiBniz-Center For mediCine and BiosCienCes "Our MFP-3D is a highly reliable and key tool in our NanoImaging Core Facility and is used heavily both locally and for our national and international collaborations. In addition to traditional imaging in air, it has outstanding capabilities for imaging in liquid and performing reliable and accurate force measurements. The simplicity of the software allows us to easily train students, yet the open setup of the instrument makes it flexible and powerful for very high-end scientific projects, including nanolithography and nanomanipulation. " yUri LyUBChenKo, University oF neBrasKa mediCaL Center "I'm afraid I'm turning into a bit of an Asylum fanatic. I think one of the substantial strengths of Asylum, and the factor that ultimately led me to choose the MFP-3D over all other competitive systems, is the network of skilled scientists Asylum provides for support and feedback. 
